Chapter 9. Summary and conclusions

This dissertation has investigated the multimodality of basic constructions, by examining to what extent forms of construal afforded by grammatical constructions can be reflected in the use of accompanying gestures, and how often the gestures are co-expressive with the constructions. Specifically, the following basic and frequently used constructions/constructional alternations were considered: high-transitive, intransitive, low-transitive, and copular constructions; transitivity alternations; and the dative alternation. Broad motivations for investigating these constructions include a) that these are basic and frequently used constructions in the language system; and b) that they involve different kinds of event construal and/or different types of semantic frames, so that relations between event construal and semantic frames and gesture use can be identified. In this final chapter, I summarize the findings of the thesis, discuss their implications, and consider some directions for future research.

9.1 Summary of the findings

Chapter 2 discussed theoretical motivations for considering multimodal constructions, drawing upon basic tenets in construction grammars. It demonstrated that a usage-based approach to constructions requires an examination of all recurrent aspects in the use of language, including co-speech gestural use. In addition, many properties of constructions seem to be compatible with those of gestures, such as the dynamicity of constructions and gestures, the holistic nature and multifunctionality of constructions and of gestures, and the non-compositionality/unpredictability in constructions and gestures, as well as dimensions of event construal afforded by both grammatical constructions and gestural expressions. These shared characteristics indicate that constructions in spoken language and gestures are not as different as previously supposed and therefore it is indeed possible to consider the multimodality of grammatical constructions in construction grammars. The general conclusion is that an adequate construction grammar needs to include gesture as part of its scope of consideration, which provides a theoretical basis for empirical studies in this thesis.

Chapter 3 reviewed previous studies on multimodal constructions. On the basis of these studies, constructions were identified, and research questions to be investigated in this thesis were formulated. Chapter 4 then provided an introduction to the forms and meanings of these constructions. Specifically, the kinds of event construal afforded by, and the conceptual content (events or semantic frames)
Chapter 5 investigated the use of gesture — the frequencies of various types of gestures produced, the Modes of Representation of representational gestures and the movement qualities of discourse-related gestures with respect to the most basic and frequently used constructions in conversation: high-transitive, intransitive, low-transitive, and copular constructions. Overall, it was found that it is only representational gestures rather than deictic or discourse-related gestures that seem to relate to ways of construing events afforded by the four constructions. More specifics are summarized below.

a) The frequencies of deictic and discourse-related gestures and the forms of discourse-related gestures (in terms of the movement tension and size) were not found to differ with respect to these four types of constructions. These results suggest that the different means of construal afforded by these constructions seem not to be reflected in the frequency or forms of deictic or discourse-related gestures used.

b) As for the frequency of representational gestures used, significantly more representational gestures were produced together with high-transitive and intransitive constructions than with low-transitive and copular constructions, but no significant distinctions were found between high-transitive and intransitive constructions, or between low-transitive and copular constructions. These gestural differences, or lack of differences, indicate that the production likelihood of representational gestures seems to be sensitive to the construal of dynamicity (one dimension of event construal distinguishing high-transitive/intransitive from low-transitive/copular constructions), but not to “+/- external causality” (one dimension of event construal distinguishing high-transitive constructions from intransitive constructions) or to “+/- mental contact” (a dimension of construal differentiating low-transitive constructions from copular constructions).

c) Although speakers were more likely to make representational gestures together with high-transitive and intransitive constructions than with low-transitive and copular constructions, they were more likely to use the latter two types of constructions in speech than the former two types of constructions. In this light, a certain mismatch between gesture use and the use of speech in interaction along the dimension of transitivity was revealed: “higher transitivity in representational gestures” (that is, representational gestures preferably accompanied speech with higher transitivity) went along with “lower transitivity in speech” (that is, the preference for speech with lower transitivity). This suggests that an adequate usage-based approach to the multimodality of grammar in the future needs to take this into consideration, by considering
higher and (in particular) lower gestural rates of constructions in the modeling of
a multimodal grammar (see the variable multimodality proposed in Cienki 2015).

d) The preferred gestural Modes of Representation varied with respect to the use of
these constructions. Acting-with-object gestures were found to significantly
correlate with high-transitive clauses; Tracing and Acting-only gestures with
intransitive clauses; Molding gestures (and Embodying ones) with both
low-transitive and copular clauses. These differences in gestures preferred seem
to relate to different ways of construing afforded by the four constructions as
follows: +/- external causation and +/- dynamic.

After obtaining a general sense of how gesture uses relate to the means of
construal afforded by the four constructions, Chapter 6 zoomed in on
representational gestures and high-transitive and intransitive constructions. It aimed
to examine whether the differences found in Chapter 5 in terms of representational
gestures occurring with high-transitive and intransitive clauses were correlated with
transitivity or simply with properties of the events involved, since previous studies
suggest that certain properties of events may play an exclusive role in gesture,
regardless of transitivity. To this end, this chapter considered gestural use (the
frequency of representational gestures produced and their Modes of Representation)
with respect to high-transitive and intransitive constructions with the same types of
events – events with external causation and changes of location in the Figure and the
Agent. Specifically, these events were not only considered in general in relation to
the accompanying gestures, but also in terms of a subset of the events – motion
events with/without trajectory paths of the Figure or the Agent. Results revealed
that a similar number of representational gestures were produced with respect to
both transitive and intransitive constructions expressing these events in general and
also that significantly more representational gestures were made for events with the
path of the Agent or the implicit/explicit path of the Figure than for events without
such paths. In addition, the gestural modes of representation were found to
correlate with the Agent’s trajectory property in events; that is, if constructions
involved displacement of the Agent, the production likelihood of Tracing gestures
increased, as opposed to the situation with constructions lacking such displacement
of the Agent. Note that no such pattern was found with respect to events with
trajectories of the Figure. These results indicate that the frequency of gestures
produced and the slight preference for Tracing gestures seem to be sensitive to the
trajectory properties of motion events, including +/- the Agent’s path (and +/- the
explicit/implicit Figure’s path). Notwithstanding this, Acting-with-object gestures
were found to preferably accompany transitive constructions, whereas Tracing
gestures were found to preferably occur with the alternate intransitive constructions.
These differences in preferred gestural modes seem to be associated with the different means of event construal afforded by high-transitive and intransitive constructions: +/- profile of external causation.

Chapter 7 examined whether the gestural differences found in Chapter 5 in terms of gestures in relation to high-transitive and intransitive constructions on the one hand, and to low-transitive and copular constructions on the other, were sensitive to transitivity or properties of the referents involved, since in previous work the action affordance of referents was found to play a role in gestural representation. To this end, it investigated whether gestures accompanying the above two groups of constructions differed in terms of their frequency, representational modes, and/or the morphological forms when the semantic frame with a high degree of object affordance (that is, the tool frame) was considered. These groups of constructions with the tools are referred to as the noun (including low-transitive and copular clauses) and verb (including high-transitive and intransitive clauses) alternation. Results showed that a similar number of representational gestures were produced with respect to nominal and verbal uses of tools and also that Acting gestures were frequently used with both nouns and verbs. These findings indicate that gestural use (the frequency of gesture and the dominant gestural mode in this case) is indeed closely linked with this semantic frame. However, the results also revealed that (a) Molding gestures preferably accompanied nominal uses of tools, whereas Tracing gestures preferably accompanied verbal uses of tools, and that (b) Acting gestures accompanying these nouns tended to be more static (no movements during strokes), whereas those accompanying these verbs tended to be more dynamic (with repeated movements during strokes). These differences in gestural representation (that is, the use of a less dominant gestural mode – the Molding/Tracing mode – and dynamics of Acting gestures) seem to relate to the different kinds of event construal afforded by the two constructions: profiling a dynamic process of tool uses (afforded by verbs) or a static situation with tools (afforded by nouns).

Extending studies in the above chapters a step further, Chapter 8 examined a different group of constructions – the double object construction and its prepositional paraphrases (referred to as the dative alternation) – in relation to gestural use. It set out to ascertain whether (and if so, in which ways) a different type of event construal afforded by the two constructions (profiling different participants in a segment of an action chain rather than different segments of an action chain afforded by the above transitivity alternations) can be reflected in the accompanying gestures. Results showed that a similar number of representational gestures were produced with respect to both constructions, and that Acting gestures, in particular those with transfer movements, were dominant with respect to both
constructions. These results suggest that gestural use in terms of the frequency of gestures produced, the dominant gestural Mode, and dynamics of this mode tend to be largely dependent on the event structure of transfer events. However, the results also indicated that Molding gestures and Acting gestures without transfer movement, when they occurred, preferably accompanied the double object construction, whereas Tracing and Acting gestures, in particular those with transfer movements, preferably accompanied the prepositional object construction. These differences in gestural representation seem to relate to the different means of construal associated with two syntactic encodings of transfer events: profiling a transfer process (afforded by the prepositional construction) or a transfer result/possessive relation (afforded by the double object construction).

9.2 Implications of the research

9.2.1 Representational, deictic, and discourse-related gestures in relation to grammatical constructions

The present thesis has been able to provide further insight into the cognitive origins of various types of gestures. As presented above, only the rates and forms of representational gestures were found to correlate with the type of grammatical construction; the rates and forms of deictic and discourse-related gestures did not show such a correlation with constructions in speech (see Chapter 5). This result does not support the so-called ‘general activation’ hypothesis, which predicts that representational, deictic, and discourse-related gestures may derive from the same cognitive origin. Instead, it suggests that the three types of gestures may entertain different semantic relations with grammatical constructions and thus that they may involve different cognitive origins (see also Masson-Carro et al. 2016). This in turn could have further implications for the modeling of various types of gesture and speech production in future research. In addition, it suggests that studies on grammatical phenomena in relation to gestures or on multimodal constructions might need to consider the three types of gestures separately, rather than collapsing them and treating them as one homogeneous group.

This is one of the few preliminary empirical studies which attempt to shed light on this issue, following Masson-Carro et al. (2016). This thesis extends the latter study in the sense that not only the frequency of discourse-related gestures but also their movement forms (such as gesture tension and gesture size) are considered.

9.2.2 Representational gestures in relation to semantic frames (or events) evoked by grammatical constructions and implication for the mental simulation of events
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This thesis provides a more nuanced understanding of the relations between semantic frames and representational gestures. First, the thesis indicates how the dynamicty and spatiality of events influence the number of representational gestures produced. For instance, the thesis found that more representational gestures tend to accompany high-transitive and intransitive constructions than low-transitive and copular constructions (see Chapter 5); more representational gestures were found to be produced together with more dynamic events (such as events of change of state or location, tool use events, transfer events, see the gestural rates in Chapters 6, 7 and 8) than less dynamic events (such as verbal communication events, see the gestural rates of high-transitive constructions in Chapter 5), more with motion events with (explicit) path of the Figure or the Agent than with motion events with no such path (see Chapter 6).

Second, the thesis establishes the ways of interaction between gestural representation and certain properties of events, an analysis which has further implications for our understanding of how speakers mentally simulate such events. For instance, as presented above, Chapter 6 found that when constructions involved displacement of the Agent (such as prototypical events of rolling up a carpet) than no displacement (such as prototypical events of rolling down a window), the production likelihood of Tracing gestures increased; no such pattern was found in gestures together with transitive events with the explicit or implicit path of the Figure (e.g., *he dropped the ring* vs. *he dropped the ring off the boat*). This result suggests that transitive events with such displacement of the Agent are more likely to evoke visual imagery (the mental simulation of the trajectory path) than transitive events without such displacement are, but transitive events with the explicit and implicit path of the Figure may be equally likely to evoke simulations of action. This complements the hypothesis that events with a trajectory should involve simulation of visual imagery (Parrill 2010), in that this hypothesis might be more applicable to transitive motion events with the trajectory of the Agent than transitive motion events with the trajectory of the Figure.

9.2.3 Representational gestures in relation to event construal afforded by grammatical constructions and implication for gesture production models

Another important contribution of this thesis is that it identified exclusive relations between kinds of construal afforded by syntactic encodings in speech and gestures. Existing studies on syntactic encodings (means of construal) and gestures (a) have mainly focused on the cross-linguistic encodings of motion events (Chui 2012; Furman 2012; Kita & Özyürek 2003; Özyürek & Kita 1999), placement events (Gullberg 2011) or aspectual categories (Duncan 2002; Parrill et al. 2013; Wang 2017),
and/or (b) do not control the types of events involved (Duncan 2002), or (c) deal with obviously different syntactic encodings of the same events, such as the use of one or two clauses (Kita et al. 2007). The first group of studies conflates the role of habitual conceptualization of events with that of the online dynamic conceptualization of events in gestural representation, as pointed out in Kita et al. (2007); the second group of studies confuses the role of events with that of syntactic encodings in gestural representation; and the third group of studies is characterized by considering two rather diverse syntactic forms. The present thesis overcame these disadvantages by considering different syntactic encodings (the double object construction and the prepositional paraphrase; with the same syntactic transitivity and in one single clause) of the transfer events (that is, the type of events was controlled) within one language, American English. Accordingly, the results in this thesis, in terms of the correlation found between gestures and different syntactic encodings of transfer events, provide more direct evidence for the interaction between gestures and syntactic encodings (means of event construal), thereby taking matters a step further. Hence, this research provides further support for the Interface Hypothesis (Kita & Özyürek 2003) and the Growth Point Hypothesis (McNeill & Duncan 2000), which predict that gestures are produced in interaction with speech production and thus are influenced by the online linguistic encodings or construal of an event. However, it is at odds with the Free Imagery Hypothesis, which predicts that gestures are produced before language production and that they are only influenced by the properties of events, rather than by the linguistic encodings or speakers’ construal of events (de Ruiter 2000; Krauss et al. 1996).

Furthermore, this thesis provides a deeper understanding of the ways in which gestures relate to different kinds of event construal afforded by different constructions. Results in terms of gestures in relation to transitivity alternations showed that event construal mostly influences either the dominant gestural modes (such as the Acting or Tracing gestural modes with respect to transitive or intransitive motion events in Chapter 6) or dominant fine-grained gestural forms (such as the more or less dynamic Acting gestures with respect to verbal or nominal uses of tools in Chapter 7), although it also influences the less dominant gestural modes (such as the use of Molding mode regarding the nominal use of tools in Chapter 7). Results regarding gestures in relation to the dative alternation showed that means of construal mainly influence the less dominant gestural modes (such as the use of Molding mode regarding the double object encoding of transfer events in Chapter 8) or the less dominant gestural forms (Acting gestures with or without transfer movements in Chapter 8). In this way, it seems that gestures accompanying the two syntactic encodings of transfer events have fewer degrees of variance in general than
those with the transitivity alternations do. This difference in gesture seems to relate to the degree of difference in different kinds of event construal afforded by the transitivity alternations and the dative alternation: profiling different segments of an action chain (such as with or without an external causation profiled) versus profiling different participants of a segment of an action chain (such as profiling a process of transfer events or an end result of transfer events). That is to say, the difference between gestural representations seems to be consistent with the “distance” between ways of construing events. In such a vein, the following prediction can be formulated: the more different the kinds of event construal, the more different the forms of gestural representation. For instance, gestures occurring with two or more constructions which profile different segments of an action chain (such as in terms of transitivity alternations) might be more different than those with two or more constructions which profile different parts of the same segment in an action chain (such as in terms of alternations with the same transitivity). Gestures occurring with the latter constructions might be more different than those occurring with two or more constructions which profile different figures in the same part of the same segment in an action chain (such as in terms of the trajectory/landmark alignment reflected in the active or passive expressions, or in expressions like \textit{the book is on the table} vs. \textit{the table is under the book}, as will also be mentioned below).

\textbf{9.2.4 Multimodal constructions (transitivity and the dative alternation) in construction grammars: “Code manifestation” & multimodality and “variable multimodality”}

The above sections indicated close correlations between gestures and means of construal afforded by constructions with the four types of transitivity and by double object constructions and prepositional object constructions belonging to the dative alternation. These correlations meet one of the two pre-conditions for proving the multimodality of grammar in Fricke (2013): “code manifestation”,\footnote{The other one is “code integration”. See Chapter 3 in this thesis or Fricke (2013) for an introduction to this.} whereby a grammar can be seen as multimodal if gestures could follow up the structural and/or functional principles that work in spoken language. Accordingly, constructions with various types of transitivity and the dative alternation can be seen as multimodal constructions.

In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 3, Cienki (2015, 2017b) proposes the concept of “variably multimodal”, whereby the multimodality of constructions should be discussed in terms of being more or less multimodal rather than of being multimodal or not multimodal. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, in usage-based...
construction grammars, frequency is usually taken as a criterion for determining the degree of conventionality of a construction. Similarly, frequency of gestures occurring with a certain construction in speech can be seen as a criterion for the degree of conventionality of a multimodal construction or of multimodality of constructions. This dissertation contributes to the concept of “variable multimodality”, by presenting frequencies of gestures occurring with basic and frequently used constructions in spoken language, ranging from around 8% (the lowest; copular construction) to 83% (the highest; transitive motion constructions with agent’s displacement). The variable degrees of multimodality of these basic constructions are thus explicitly indicated. It is important to note that the degree of multimodality of constructions is related to both the properties of events (such as the dynamicity, the path properties) evoked by these constructions (see the relation between gestural frequencies and the eventual properties in Chapters 6 and 8, for example) and the syntactic encoding (see the choice of oblique phrases to express the Figure’s path in Chapter 6, for example).

Whereas previous studies on multimodal constructions have largely not looked at basic constructions in language, this study fills this gap to some extent by providing an initial sense of the multimodality of transitivity, which is a fundamental grammatical category in a language system, and of the dative alternation, which consists of two frequent argument structure constructions. Establishing the multimodality of these constructions provides more empirical support for the multimodal stance that gestures should be seen as part of language (McNeill 2005). This challenges “traditional” construction grammars and cognitive linguistics in general, which mostly focus on written text or verbal speech. Instead, it calls for a multimodal approach to language and communication in construction grammars and in cognitive linguistics in general (see also Cienki 2010, 2013a, 2015, 2016; Steen & Turner 2013; Turner 2017).

9.2.5 A multimodal approach to conceptual semantics of constructions in construction grammars

This thesis provides a new perspective to verify proposals concerning the conceptual semantics of constructions in construction grammars. Construction grammars hold that syntactic encodings reflect how we construe events in reality; every syntactic expression evokes some conceptual content (that is, a semantic frame), which is then construed in some way (Langacker 2008a: 43). This thesis provides empirical, gestural evidence for these hypothesized, abstract means of event construal and properties of semantic frames, in that gestural representation seems to reflect the means of construal afforded by grammatical constructions and properties of semantic frames.
evoked by these linguistic expressions. For instance, as for the dative alternation, as hypothesized in Langacker (1990), the double object construction affords a more dynamic construal of transfer events (that is, profiling a transferred result), whereas the prepositional object construction affords a more static construal of transfer events (that is, profiling a transfer process). Similarly, gestures accompanying the former constructions were found to be more dynamic than those accompanying the latter, as presented above. This seems to suggest that the conceptual difference, which is associated with the two syntactic encodings of the same, transfer events, could be manifested in the accompanying gestures. That is, the assumed conceptual semantics of the two constructions is verified via investigation of gesture use. Following from this line of research, gesture studies can be seen as a new tool in addressing disputes about the conceptual semantics of constructional alternations in constructional approaches, such as in terms of whether and how constructional alternations differ semantically.

9.3 Future research directions
This thesis has thrown up a number of points that could be examined in future research. First of all, whereas this thesis has dealt with the semantics (i.e. means of construal) of grammatical constructions in relation to gestural use, it would be of interest for future studies to investigate how gestures relate to pragmatic functions of these constructions. Since each construction is situated in a discourse context, the semantics of constructions could be intertwined with their pragmatics in discourse. In addition, construction grammars hold that a grammatical construction is a holistic unit, which may include both the semantics and the pragmatics as two ends of one continuum of meaning as conceptualization. Hence, including the relation of gestures to the pragmatics of constructions would help to establish a more comprehensive picture of the multimodality of constructions, although the pragmatics alone does not necessarily explain gestural behaviors with a construction (see Chapter 8).

Second, this thesis has focused on whether and how a particular dimension of construal – profiling – can be reflected in the accompanying gestures, but it leaves the question open as to whether and how some other dimensions of construal afforded by a certain grammatical construction (e.g., the alignment of trajectors and landmarks) can be reflected in the accompanying gestures. For instance, when speakers use different linguistic expressions (affording different arrangements of trajectors and landmarks) to encode the same situations, such as the book is on the table vs. the table is under the book, he threw the ball out of the room vs. the ball has been thrown out of the room, does the gesture use differ depending on the choice of syntactic encoding, and if so, in which ways? To our knowledge, no empirical studies
have as yet been carried out to explore this question.

Next, this thesis has been largely restricted to gestural use in relation to literal, basic uses of constructions, in particular in terms of constructional alternations. As suggested in previous chapters, it would be worth examining the various extensions of these constructions, such as the metaphorical uses and connections between basic uses and their extensions. By doing so, a more comprehensive network of constructions in relation to gestures could be revealed.

In addition, the present results may also have practical applications. The development of a social robot, which interacts and communicates with humans or other robots, has received increasing interest, for example in the areas of healthcare, "edutainment", and problem-solving. Bremner and Leonards (2016) found that if robots used iconic gestures together with speech, humans interacting with them could understand them more easily. That is to say, multimodal communication of robots could be made more effective in this way. However, the development of social robots which can adequately engage in multimodal communication in a range of contexts is still in its infancy. One challenge in this respect is that we lack sufficient knowledge of gesture and other non-verbal behaviors in communication to generate these behaviors of social robots (Kopp 2014). The present study could provide insights for generating their gestural behavior in terms of the frequencies and forms of gestures occurring with the basic clausal constructions in communication.

In summary, this thesis supports a variably multimodal view of constructions, by demonstrating how the properties of gestures are compatible with specific features of constructions, and by identifying how gestures are, in different ways, related to different kinds of event construal afforded by grammatical constructions (including the basic, frequently used constructions in spoken language and groups of constructional alternations), and how the gestures are, to various degrees, co-expressive with the constructions. This multimodal view of constructions contributes to a more thorough understanding and appreciation of language and cognition. However, a comprehensive knowledge of multimodality of constructions together with practical applications of multimodal constructions still needs much further research.


